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The Gas Bearing for Helium Turbine
EAST Cryogenic System

Cool-down
One of Critical
Sub-systems
2kW@4.5K Helium Refrigerator
EAST Superconducting Tokamak

key equipment

stable operation

Supporting Part

important
component

Bearing properties are related to the reliability and
safety of the turbine with the higher rotate speed.
oil and gas mixed /full gas bearing turbine
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Thermodynamic Problems

the gas bearing

Turbine fault had appeared caused by the
contact between the bearing and the rotor.
The loss of cooling capacity along the axial
direction is unavoidable.

300K

the turbine impeller
The Cold Box
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Test Platforms at ASIPP

Room Temperature Test Platform

Helium Turbine Test Platform

This platform was connected
with the EAST cryogenic
system, so the cost of
cryogenic experiment is high.

Helium compressors

Helium Tank
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Function &Process Flow

components
•
•
•
•
•

plate heat exchanger
turbine expander
cryogenic valve
nitrogen compressor
cold box

Use turbine cooldown to provide the cryogenic gas supply for the bearing.
flow rate below 100g/s
To avoid liquid nitrogen, the experimental temperature is 300 K-150 K.
Platform is suitable for small turbine testing.
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The Experimental Method

The room temperature of the bearing gas supply

• opening valve V 301 and V 101
• The room temperature nitrogen is provided to bearings by slowly opening V 202.
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The Experimental Method

The turbine cool down

When the bearing supply is more than 3 bar, achieves the safe pressure of turbine operation, V102 is
slowly open.
As the opening of the valve V 102 increases, the inlet temperature of the turbine decreases after heat
exchanger with the turbine cooling.
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The Experimental Method

The cryogenic gas supply for bearings

• set a fan brake circuit, the speed of the rotor is controlled by adjusting V502
• If the temperature before V 201 is too low, the bypass valve V 401 open.
• The gas supply P and T of the bearing is adjusted by the cooperation between V 201 and V 202.
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Nitrogen Source
• The inlet gas is made by liquid nitrogen
vaporization, so the purity of gas supply is enough
for the test system.

• The maximum pressure of a single
nitrogen compressor is 2.5MP, and
the flowrate is 1 m3/min.
• High pressure nitrogen is stored in
a nitrogen tank whose storage
capacity is 50 m3.

two piston nitrogen compressors
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Test object
Parameter

Values

Inlet pressure(bar)

12.45

Inlet temperature(K)

34.5

Mass flowrate(g/s)

34.8

Rotor speed(krpm)

243

Bearing diameter(mm)

17

Bearing length(mm)

28

Orifice rows

2

Orifice number in one row

8

• The turbine developed by ASIPP will be adopted. The full static gas bearing and the fan brake
were adopted, and the thrust disk was placed in the middle of the two bearings.

• The bearing and rotor as a whole system to analyze and research, and installs in the turbine to
test together.
• display the dynamic characteristics correctly
• avoid heat transfer with environment and prevents rotors frost in the cryogenic gas supply.
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The Cold Box
All the cryogenic components were in the cold box.
In order to reduce heat loss, all pipes are covered
with multilayer insulation material.
Due to a section of bearing gas supply pipe is
outside the cold box, the length of that pipe is
shortened to avoid frosting in the cold box design,
and heat preservation treatment is carried out on
the installation.

The vessel
Diameter
(mm)
900

Height
(mm)
1650

Design pressure
(MP)
0.1

Working pressure
(P)
10-3

vessel thickness
(mm)
6
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Date Acquisition & Analysis

• realize the continuous collection for the pressures, flowrates and temperatures.
•The eddy current displacement vibration sensor was employed in the platform.
• The linear relationship between pressure signal and displacement, the rotor speed and shaft centerline orbits are presented.
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Cryogenic research platform
CASIPP

Comprehensive Research Facility for Key Fusion Reactor Core System” in National
Grand Project by Chinese government in Hefei.
Research Platform of Key technology

Research of heat and mass transfer in cryogenic

Research of fluid machinery properties in cryogenic

Simulation of cryogenic process, control and safety

Test of cryogenic measurement and calibration

Major function:
• Develop and make research on cryogenic system for CFETR and future fusion reactor and promote its
application in industry.
• The cryogenic fluid machinery properties in cryogenic will research the large-flow turbine expander,
realize the in-house production of key components in large scale helium cryogenic system.
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Conclusion

Cryogenic test platform is developing to analyse the dynamic performance of gas
bearings with cryogenic gas supply.
At present, all the components had been ready for the cold box.
In the future, the internal parts of the cold box will be installed and the data collection
system will be tested.
Due to the inlet pressure and temperature of the bearing gas supply are regulated by
two valves to achieve the experimental purpose. And the experiment should also
cooperate with the adjustment of turbine speed. It is necessary to carry out testing as
soon as possible and accumulate commissioning experience.
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